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A.  INTRODUCTION

This document lays the context for a comprehensive plan for the achievement of a permanent Martian base with the earliest possible Earth independence.  Such independence can be achieved through the application of several different approaches but this paper emphasizes one approach in particular which is the sufficient supply of hard-to-produce items in sufficient quantities.  This would buy enough time for the base to implement protocols to eventually produce items of functional equivalence from local resources alone.  By so doing, such a base could fairly be considered to be completely independent from Earth in that it would need no further supply.  Such an approach would significantly reduce transportation costs, develop sustainable technologies of use on Earth, and ultimately ensure the survival of the human species.


B.  DEFINITIONS

1.	Supplies
	-	Basic supplies - Those simple supplies which can be relatively easily produced from local resources including air, water, food, and gross metals.
	-	Complex supplies - Those supplies which cannot be easily produced from local resources but typically require a large industrial society to provide the necessary inputs.

2.	Levels of Habitation
	-	Base - A habitation where people go to work for a period of time but is not a place where they establish a home and family.
	-	Settlement - Any habitation where people are settling down whether with children or not (e.g. a retirement settlement)
	-	Colony - A settlement with a fair degree of material independence.
	-	Minimally Self-sufficient Colony (MSSC) - A colony which produces its own basic supplies and which is sufficiently supplied such that it may not need resupply before being able to implement protocols to produce all of its need indefinitely.
	-	Moon-Mars Analogue Base (MMAB) - A proposed terrestrial off-Earth analogue base with the primary goal of developing the methods to achieve an MSSC.
	-	UniHab - A large inflatable habitat with enough room to contain everything necessary for habitation.

3.	Mass Independence
	-	Percent mass independent - The percent of the mass of consumables which a base is able to produce for itself meaning that they don't have to be shipped from Earth.  This is in comparison with a base in which all materials are shipped to it.
	-	Self-sufficient - Possessing sufficient supplies for one's needs long-term.
	-	Self-sustaining - Producing all of one's own needs.

4.	Other
	-	Earth Return Option (ERO) - When an initial base is sufficiently supplied and the crew's radiation exposure is within budget such that they have the option to remain at a Martian base for at least another Martian year.
	-	In-situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) - Utilizing local resources for use in the base.
C.	OVERVIEW

Earth independence is important for significantly reducing mission costs and in developing sustainable technologies for use on Earth.  But ultimately it is important to ensure the survival of the human species.  The approaches to achieving Earth independence outlined in this paper are applicable at the Moon, Mars, and at low-gravity bodies.

The scenario for an MSSC starts with robotic, reusable landers delivering teleoperated equipment to a selected location where ice can be harvested for life support and propellant.  Subsequently, those landers would then be used to deliver cargo in preparation for crew.  This would include a moderately large inflatable UniHab, telerobotically covered with regolith, with an indoor intermediate-arm centrifuge for crew health, a hydroponic greenhouse, as well as the other equipment and furnishings for a full habitat.

The initial crew wound number approximately eight with the training necessary to conduct all of the necessary operations.  Given the sufficient supplies, regolith shielding for radiation, and artificial gravity, the initial crew could remain at the base long enough such that the biomedical challenges might be solved before they have to return to Earth.  As a result, the initial crew might life off Earth indefinitely.  As such, the individual crew member's social and familial status should be consistent with the potential that they may not return to Earth.

This paper proposes that the metric for Earth independence be the percent reduction in mass launched from Earth within a given period of time as compared to a base that requires that everything be shipped from Earth.  Another term for this is percent mass independence.  It is pointed out that extending the stay of crew results in a substantial reduction in mass launched.  Also, recycling of life support, especially water, would likewise result in a large reduction of cargo mass that would no longer need to be transported.

Provided that the habitat is located where volatiles are accessible, it is proposed that an initial, shielded base could be up to 90% mass independent simply by retaining the crew for extended periods and by producing enough of its own life support supplies to replenish recycling losses.

The unique focus of this paper is to explain how such a base could go from largely mass independent to sufficiently supplied meaning that it has received stocks delivered from Earth of the complex supplies in sufficient quantities such that enough time is bought to allow the colony to implement paths to technology production before the complex supplies are exhausted.  Fortunately, many of the complex supplies are low-enough mass such that years worth could be supplied in small payloads.

The result of this approach is that the initial crew in an initial base might have the possibility of not only becoming the first off-Earth permanent settlers but also be sufficiently supplied to where they could be considered completely Earth independent potentially as early as the completion of the first crew of eight.  This is particularly relevant to achieving the objective of securing the human species as soon as possible.

This paper recommends that the first location for the implementation of a completely Earth independent colony (an MSSC) be chosen using the criteria of whichever location such a colony can be established the earliest.  It is also recommended that the technologies to be used in an initial permanent off-Earth base be developed as part of a Moon-Mars Analogue Base (MMAB) even to the extent of developing if possible the protocols for the base to develop their own complex supply equivalents.
D.	THE IMPORTANCE OF EARTH INDEPENDENCE

There are three major benefits of achieving partial or even complete Earth independence.  One would be the sustainable technologies developed which would also be applicable on Earth.  A second obvious benefit would be the reduction in transportation costs to and from Mars.  Finally, a benefit of incalculable value would be the achievement of a free-standing, small reservoir of humanity as a back-up for the human species.

1.  Technologies for Sustainable Living
The technical challenge of a Martian base supplying for its own needs would have great applicability to Earth-based settings where resources are limited and resupply difficult.  Amongst others, these locations could include deserts, remote stations, and military settings where resupply could present dangers.  Easily maintained technologies to harvest local resources and high-efficiency recycling would likely be readily adopted.  But these technologies could also find use in the broader commercial market as communities seek to place a smaller and smaller burden upon the natural environment.  Water recycling technologies for example could help reduce the draw on local natural sources of water thereby leaving more water for the species that depend on them.

2.  Reducing Resupply Costs
Clearly, the more an off-Earth base is able to produce its own materials, the less expense will be incurred in resupplying the base from Earth.  This concept is developed in greater detail in section I.

3.  Ensuring the Survival of the Human Species
When possible scenarios threatening the survival of humanity are discussed, often it is a natural disaster such as an asteroid or super volcano which first comes to mind.  But the Future of Humanity Institute believes that human extinction within this century is more likely to come as a result of human-caused incidents rather than natural causes. (1)  At the Global Catastrophic Risk Conference at the University of Oxford it was estimated that there was about a 19% chance of human extinction over the next century. (2)  Some existential threats such as a self-replicating chemical ecophage or seed AI could emerge by accident at any time.  It would therefore seem prudent to establish an Earth-independent colony as soon as possible.


E.	PREPARATORY MISSIONS

For the sake of gaining the experience needed and testing components of a humans-to-Mars mission beforehand, it is proposed that steps be made towards Mars prior to an actual crewed landing on the surface of Mars.  These steps could include a Mars flyby mission as well as a combined Phobos-Deimos (PhD) mission.  The Mars flyby mission would demonstrate that crew and supporting equipment could endure deep space missions for more than a year.  A PhD mission could additionally demonstrate the set-up of a permanent inflatable habitat and the shielding thereof using local regolith.

It is proposed that uncrewed Mars surface robotic missions precede crewed landings on Mars.  From a risk reduction standpoint, it would be most prudent to prove the landers are capable of landing heavy payloads before it is attempted to land crew on them.  As several different proposed Mars architectures have suggested, an uncrewed Crew Return Vehicle (CRV) should be landed, return propellant produced, and be ready prior to the launch of crew from Earth.

It is also proposed that the crew habitat be a large, relatively low-mass circular inflatable similar to the inflatable habitat at the University of Maine. (3)  This should be telerobotically placed within an existing crater of the right size, inflated, and covered by regolith using telerobotic vehicles.  Being shielded from meteorites by the covering regolith, the habitat walls itself can be quite thin and low mass.  The interior should be large enough to house an initial crew of about eight and include all of the needed facilities within the single “UniHab” including living areas, and indoor hydoponic greenhouse, work areas, and an indoor short or intermediate-arm centrifuge.  When the crew arrives they would be able to immediately step into and secure their shielded habitat thereby avoiding unnecessary radiation exposure requiring them to return to Earth early.

The ready availability of resources, especially volatiles, should be considered when identifying the site of the initial Mars base.  The Martian atmosphere can provide breathable oxygen, CO2 for plants, and the carbon for the organics.  It is possible that the Martian regolith could provide water if sufficiently heated.  But if the base was located where there was confirmed water ice, then one would have access to the volatiles necessary for water and the elements needed for organic chemistry.

All of these precursor missions would set the stage for the first set of Mars crew to have the option of staying on Mars for an extended period of time thereby initiating steps towards Earth independence.


F.  EARTH RETURN OPTION

It is here proposed that even with the initial set of crew, that they be given the option of returning as the initial return window opens using the fueled CRV or, if their supplies and equipment is adequate, they could choose to extend their stay on Mars for an minimum of an additional Earth-Mars conjunction (2.135 years).  This would be neither a traditional “flags-and-footprints” mission nor a one-way mission.  Rather, the traditional return option would be available if they needed it but the goal would be to try and secure their life support so that they could stay longer even with the first mission.  The advantage of remaining on Mars longer is that the crew would have more time to build up the facilities and its capabilities and also potentially begin to grow the Mars base population.  Indeed, this is one of the single largest means of becoming mass independent from the Earth.


G.  HUMAN FACTORS DETERMINING CREW RETURN

What would be the factors that would require the crew to return to Earth?  The longer the stay on Mars the less propellant and hence mass would be required and hence the base would be that much more Earth-independent.  If at a minimum, the crew recycled their water, were sufficiently supplied with dry food, and produced their own oxygen, it would seem that running out of consumables would not be the reason why they would have to return as it did during the Apollo program.  Ongoing cargo deliveries every Earth-Mars conjunction could be tailored to build up the redundancy of equipment and spare parts thereby making equipment failure a decreasing likelihood of reason for crew return.

If the crew had been shielded with about 50 g/cm2 of water-containing provisions and other mass during transit (see Figure 1) and stayed under regolith shielding in their habitat (2+ meters regolith) and rover (35 cm regolith), then they would be well within their monthly, annual, and career radiation limits.  (see Table 1)
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                             Figure 1.  Source: nasa.gov.  BFO = Blood forming organs
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            Table 1.

Valerie Polyakov spent 437 days in zero gravity and it is anticipated that Gennady Padalka will spend 878 cumulative days (2.4 years) in zero gravity.  Mars itself would provide 38% of Earth’s gravity.  A good exercise program could help reduce some of the complications of reduced gravity.  Finally, artificial gravity could also be provided during transit by tethering and spinning up and in a Martian habitat using a short or intermediate-arm (say 15 m) centrifuge.  So, there are a number of reasons why we would expect that the effects of reduced gravity would not be the first reason for the crew to have to return to Earth.  Indeed, ongoing biomedical measurements could be used as criteria for determining if a crew member needed to return on the next launch window.


H.  SOCIAL FACTORS RELEVANT TO HUMAN RETURN

By employing various strategies to try and keep the crew on Mars for as long as possible, it may be several, perhaps many years before the crew would have to return.  Considering these timeframes, then the social status of the crew could come into play for when the crew would need to return.  It is proposed that the initial crew not have strong social reasons for having to return to Earth.  If possible, they should have no young dependent children back on Earth.  Neither should the crew have a spouse back on Earth nor should the crew be single due to the complications of romantic conflict while living for years in confined quarters with a mixed-sex crew.  If applicable laws allow, it would be ideal for the crew to have their social situation resolved.  That is to say, they should be send as couples and have no dependent children back on Earth.  For a colony to be truly Earth independent, the social factors must be taken into account.

Although not necessarily a part of question of Earth independence, it would be good to consider the historic significance of the initial crewed mission having the option of being in a settlement mode rather than just an exploration mode.  We are after all talking about the initial crew potentially establishing the first of many off-Earth settlements.  If the first mission could be so designed and so have that historic nature, perhaps we should consider striving for that goal.


I.  ROUGH PERCENT MASS INDEPENDENCE ESTIMATES

A quantitative way of looking at Earth independence is to estimate the extent to which any particular strategy helps reduce the mass necessary to be landed on Mars as compared to a base for which all mass had to be launched from Earth in order to maintain a permanent colony.

In order to accurately estimate the amount of mass necessary to maintain a colony, a reference architecture would need to be worked out in considerable detail.  Such an architecture is beyond the scope of this paper.  However, in order to illustrate the basic concepts and to identify which strategies may achieve the greatest mass independence, a simple set of missions is conceived.

In this basic reference scenario in which all mass is shipped from Earth, every two years one each of a cargo, CRV, and crew landers are sent.  Then, after having spent time on the surface of Mars, the crew returns in the CRV.  As a rough estimate, approximately 40 tonnes of mass are landed with each vehicle and the CRV with its ascent and Earth return propellant also masses 40 tonnes.  So, every two years, 120 tonnes of mass is landed on the surface of Mars.
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                                                Table 2.

Table 2 are the very rough estimates of mass needed to be delivered for a growing Martian base.
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                                     Table 3.
Table 3 includes the estimates of the mass reduction that could be achieved by implementing various mass reduction strategies.  The total mass reduction adds up to more than 100% due to some overlap.

A number of assumptions went into these calculations including that recycling would be at 70%, life support could be produced from local materials, and hardware would have to be completely replaced after 10 years.  Whereas these estimates may be considerably off compared to a detailed analysis, the key points are as follows:
	recycling and ISRU water production provides modest benefits, 

producing durable items from local materials gives only a small benefit in terms of percent mass independence, 
but it is the ISRU propellant productions and extending crew stay times which are the single largest factors towards mass independence.
Many proposed crewed Mars surface missions advocate in-situ production of return propellant due to its favorable reduction in mass needing to be launched from Earth.  But perhaps an underappreciated insight from this analysis is how much extending crew stay time on Mars likewise reduces the amount of mass needed to be launched from Earth.


J.  SUFFICIENT SUPPLIES

At this point in the paper the discussion transitions from being partially Earth independent to being completely Earth independent.  Although it is a remarkable claim, it is here proposed that the initial crew of about eight could be so positioned to be Earth independent from the start.

Supplies can be divided into two groups.  Simple supplies which can be relatively easily produced from local resources and complex supplies which typically needs an industrial society to produce.  Life support (e.g. water, oxygen, food) are simple supplies which can be produced by melting water ice, electrolyzing, and harvesting or producing fertilizer for plant growth.  Life support represents one of the larger fractions of mass consumed and so can significantly reduce the amount of mass needed to be shipped from Earth.  Gross metals are also included in the category of simple supplies since they are present in the regolith and when extracted from meteorites (4) or from oxides, the metals can be processed using techniques known since antiquity.

But it is fortunate that the complex supplies tend to be very low mass and so presents the opportunity to be sufficiently supplied.  This means that a few tonnes of payload could deliver those supplies in sufficient quantities to meet the colony’s need for that supply for potentially years thereby giving the crew enough time to implement protocols to produce their equivalent indefinitely.

A classic example of this would be the computer chip.  A single one cubic meter box could hold approximately 5,000 Pentium computer chips.  We typically throw out computers not because the chips failed but because it became obsolete.  So a single computer chip could last decades.  So that one cubic meter box could supply a naturally growing base for decades of computing power if not more.  This could give the base time to implement a protocol to develop circuit boards using simpler components such as basic transistors (5) which would fulfill the minimum function for which the computer chips are needed.  At that point the colony would be self-sustaining in that it is producing all of its own needs.

This concept of an initial base with the capability of supplying its own needs indefinitely can be termed a Minimally Self-Sufficient Colony (MSSC).  It represents the earliest possible truly Earth-independent reservoir of humanity might be able to survive should any event destroy Earth.  An MSSC could be established early and at relatively low cost.  The concept counters the idea that a truly self-sufficient colony needs to have a population in the tens of thousands producing all of the goods and services typically found in a modern city.  Rather, it looks at what the minimum needs are for survival and how ISRU and sufficient supply could provide those.


K.	PROTOCOLS AND INFORMATION

To be truly Earth independent, the settlement needs not only materials for survival but the information necessary for it to grow and thrive.  In an Earth analogue of the Martian base, protocols should be developed to determine how the crew could be able to close the technology loops so that they are able to reproduce the functional equivalents of all of their hardware.  By practicing with such a base, we could determine at what rate parts need to be replaced (and perhaps stocked for) and what protocols can be practically achieved given the basic local resources.

Further, large quantities of high-quality, easily searched information should be made available to the base so that, in the long-term they would be able to reproduce the various aspects of modern society without them having to rediscover them for themselves.  Perhaps selected portions of information on the Internet could be stored in a low-mass, durable form such as microfiche.


L.  BIOLOGIC INDEPENDENCE

Just because one is able to produce the technologies for survival does not necessarily mean that the colony will survive long-term.  There is a need to provide for the biologic diversity needed to prevent a downward genetic spiral of inbreeding.

It seems to not be precisely know what the minimum viable population (MVP) is for humans to ensure long-term genetic survival.  Historic bottleneck events such as the migration into Polynesia suggest it may not be large.  None-the-less, a small crew of about eight can have an MVP if frozen embryos with diverse genetics can be maintained for lengthy periods.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe what a BioPreserve would look like which would preserve the most critical species in forms which are most easily resurrected.
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